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1. Introduction 
Since its inception, Quantum Field Theory has been confronted by 
the occurrence of infinite quantities. In the process of computing finite 
and experimentally observable quantities, for example the Lamb shift, 
one encounters infinite quantities in the form of divergent integrals. 
These divergent integrals are removed and a finite answer is obtained by 
the process of adjusting a few parameters in the equations of motion 
(mass, charge, vacuum energy). It is disconcerting, however, that the 
adjusted parameters (the bare mass, etc.) are themselves infinite. Thus 
the equations of motion contain terms with infinite coefficients and they 
might appear to lie outside of the domain of conventional mathematics. 
The central objects of the theory, for example the Hamiltonian or total 
energy operator, H, and S, the scattering operator, are not well defined 
in a rigorous mathematical sense. Through the use of formal reasoning, 
primarily power series manipulation, one can define H and S. While 
theLe definitions are not rigorous (the power series presumably diverge), 
they provide a basis for numerical calculation. If e is the charge on the 
electron, we write H = H(e) and S = S(e), and we expect that H and S, 
once they are rigorously defined, will be C” but not analytic functions 
of e for 0 < e. The formal calculations determine the Taylor series of 
* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation, N.S.F. GP-8660. 
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5’ and H about e = 0; the calculations may be done by power series 
manipulations without knowing whether S(e) or H(e) exist for any 
e > 0. Even in the formal calculations, infinite quantities occur, so that 
(1.1) 2 s(e)le=o 
which is finite, appears as the difference of several infinite quantities. 
This extraction of the finite difference in (1.1) is due to Dyson, Schwinger, 
and Feynman and is one of the major accomplishments of Quantum 
Field Theory. Great mathematical care must be exercised in subtracting 
infinite quantities, but since no one is troubled by the equation 
P s l dx -= 0, -1 x 
it should not be a surprise that the infinities in the formal expression for 
(1.1) can be cancelled rigorously 12, 3, 19, 341. 
For Quantum Electrodynamics, the calculations are in excellent 
agreement with experiment, and this is the best reason for believing that 
the theory is sound, in spite of the considerable mathematical difficulties 
which it presents, see Table I. 
TABLE Ia 
Experimental value Predicted value 
Lamb shift in Hydrogen, 1057.77 & 0.10 1057.70 & 0.15 
Mc/sec. 
Lamb shift in Deuterium, 1059.00 & 0.10 1058.96 & 0.16 
Mc/sec. 
Lamb shift in Helium, 14040.2 zt 4.5 14046.3 f 3.0 
Mc/sec. 
Anomalous magnetic moment (0.0011609 f 0.0000024) e&/2mc 0.0011596 e?i/2mc 
of electron 
(1 Source: Schweber ([31], pp. 546, 577) 
The Lamb shift is the displacement between two slightly differing 
energy levels (2s and 2P) in the spectrum of an atom. 
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For strong interactions, which determine the forces in the nucleus of 
the atom, the expansion parameterg is of the order of one or larger while 
the expansion of S up to second order, 
S(0) +g$o) +g-$o, =r+g$(o)9 
does not agree with experiment. The inclusion of higher order terms 
seems to give worse answers; these facts are consistent with the conjecture 
that S(g) is C” but not analytic as a function of g. Partial success has 
been achieved by computations based on other methods, notably 
dispersion relations and (for weak interactions) current commutation 
relations, but the problem of obtaining satisfactory calculations for the 
non-electromagnetic interactions remains as a major problem of 
theoretical physics. 
In this article we will deal with the mathematical consistency of 
Quantum Field Theory, or in other words with the problem of finding 
rigorously defined mathematical objects which correspond to the 
operators discussed in Quantum Field Theory. These operators are 
defined at present oniy through a forma1 power series. The first question 
to be answered is: how does one recognize a solution to the problem? 
In general terms a solution should possess as far as possible the expected 
properties. For example the Taylor coefficients (1 .l) should agree with 
the standard formulae. In recent years there has been a great deal of 
work on the axioms of Quantum Field Theory [lg, 23, 351. The axioms 
are a short list of basic qualitative properties postulated for the solutions 
of Quantum Field Theory. The axioms are statements of basic principles 
of physics (Lorentz covariance, locality, positivity of the energy, etc.) 
supplemented by assumptions of a technica mathematical nature 
(e.g. the field operators are distributions in the Schwartz space 9’). 
One would certainly expect a solution to satisfy most or all of the axioms; 
possibly it would have properties not deducible from the axioms, thus 
permitting a strengthening of the axioms. 
The list of proposed properties, as furnished by the axioms or by 
perturbation theory, is invaluable for another reason. The most practical 
method for establishing the existence of a Quantum Field Theory seems 
to be the following [38]. First one modifies the laws of physics in such 
a way that the interactions between particles are less singular and the 
divergent integrals become finite; the resulting modified or approximate 
Quantum Field Theory will not be Lorentz invariant. The solutions of 
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the approximate Quantum Field Theory can be obtained by methods 
from partial differential equations and from the theory of unbounded 
operators [21, 26, 281. As the modifications are removed from the laws 
of physics, the solutions of the approximate theory are expected to 
converge to solutions of the true theory. The sense in which the approx- 
imate solutions converge to the true solution may be conjectured from 
the proposed properties of the true solution. 
There are two sources for the divergent integrals. The first is trans- 
lation invariance together with the infinite volume of space. Consider 
an interaction in which three particules, for example an electron, a 
positron and a photon, are first created at the point x and later annihilated 
at a point of y, see Fig. 1.1. 
FIG. 1.1 
Common sense, i.e. translation invariance, tells us that the strength of 
this interaction depends only on x - y, and so the total strength after 
integration over both x and y is either zero or infinite. It is the second 
possibility which prevails. One approximation which removes such an 
infinity from the theory is to replace Euclidean space R3 by a large torus 
T3. In physics this approximation is known as quantization in a box 
with periodic boundary conditions. Alternately one may declare that 
particles interact only in some large bounded region of space. In this 
case the strength of the interaction depicted in Fig. 1.1 is zero unless x 
and y lie in a bounded set and then the total strength after integration 
over x and y is finite. Either of these approximations will be called a 
space cutoff or a volume cutofl. A second type of infinity comes from the 
interaction of high energy particles. Suppose a photon is annihilated, 
creating an electron positron pair and that subsequently the electron 
positron pair is annihilated with the emission of a new photon, see 
Fig. 1.2. 
FIG. 1.2 
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If the first photon has momentum K, the second one will also, by 
conservation of momentum and if the electron has momentum p then the 
positron will have momentum k - p. For fixed p and K the strength of 
this interaction is finite, but again the integration over p is divergent. 
This infinity is called an ultraviolet or momentum infinity. It may be 
removed by declaring that high energy particles do not interact or 
interact weakly; such a change in the laws of physics is called a momentum 
cutof. The ultraviolet divergences have a strength which depends on the 
number of space dimensions; one may think of 
s 4 -__ 1 +IPl 
as a simplified prototype. Thus the degree of this divergence is reduced 
by considering problems in two- or three-dimensional space-time. The 
volume infinities have the general form of 
ldx = /-8(k)2dk 
and are not made easier to handle by reducing the number of space 
dimensions. 
2. Fock Space 
In this section we describe the basic Hilbert space of Quantum Field 
Theory, Fock space, and we study an important class of operators on 
Fock space. In Quantum Field Theory, particles may be created and 
annihilated and the total number of particles present is not a constant 
independent of time. The most widely known examples are the creation 
of an electron positron pair while absorbing energy in the form of light, 
that is, while annihilating a photon, see Fig. 2.1. 
FIG. 2.1 
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and the reverse process of annihilating an electron positron pair with the 
emission of a photon, see Fig. 2.2. An element v of 
-c- time 
FIG. 2.2 
Fock space F describes a state of the quantum field, and so p must be 
capable of describing an indefinite or infinite number of particles. The 
state of a single particle may be described by a function y1 defined on R3 
and taking values in CS (complex s-space), for some integer s. We 
interpret 
(2.1) I GW 
as the probability density for the particle to have momentum K. 
Consistency requires that the probability that K E R3 be one, 
il F1 II,” = 1 I yl(k)12 dk = 1, 
and so y1 is a vector of unit length in a Hilbert space 9rI . The vector 
F,,(K) E C” describes the internal degrees of freedom of the particle, for 
example spin or helicity and we call C’S the spin space. More generally, 
n identical particles are described by a function yn(kI ,..., K,) of n 
variables kj E R3. We require that vn be either symmetric (and the 
particles are called bosons) or antisymmetric (and the particles are called 
fermions): 
or 
ca%) &e = (W’ Co (-l)Sgnodk,(l) v..., km) = vn . 
The effect of the symmetry or antisymmetry is that individual particles 
are indistinguishable. Furthermore antisymmetry leads to the Pauli 
exclusion principle: yn is zero whenever two or more of its arguments 
coincide. As before we interpret 
(2.3) I dkl ,..., k,)12 
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as the probability density that the particles have momenta K, ,..., k, ; 
(1~~ 11: = 1 and y,,(k) E CS 6 em* @ Cs = CS”. Thus q’n is a unit vector 
in a Hilbert space Pn . Finally we set 9 = Cz’s @ 9m and if 
yJ = FJIJ , Vl ,‘.. is in 9 we interpret jl qn 11: as the probability that there 
are n particles present. We must have [I vn $j Q 1, 
II v II2 = f II %I 11; = 1, 
It=0 
and we interpret (2.3) as before. .%. is the set of complex numbers and 
1 ~~ I2 is the probability that there are no particles present. We summarize 
this discussion with the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a Hilbert space. The boson Fock space 
over Z is the Hilbert space completion Y(S) of the symmetric tensor 
algebra over 2. The fermion Fock space over S-P is the Hilbert space 
completion 9(S) of the alternating tensor algebra over SS?. 
In general we will consider simultaneously bosons and fermions and 
our corresponding Fock space will have the form 
(2.4) 9 = 9y&J @ q&g. 
The single-particle boson and fermion Hilbert spaces ~‘6~ and Xf are 
determined by the classical field equations which are to be quantized. 
A classical field is a solution of some hyperbolic partial differential 
equation and s’& and St are Hilbert spaces consisting of positive energy 
solutions of these classical field equations. Consider for example the 
Klein-Gordon equation 
(2.5) o= -$ ( 
- A + ??P) u 
( .d ,, = “z- -A +m2)(i-$+&A +m2)u, 
where A = xi P/8xi . The positive energy solutions are the solutions 
of the equation 
(2.6) ( .d d adt- -A+& u=O. ! 
The solution u = u(x, t) is uniquely determined by its Cauchy data 
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U(X, 0) and by the Fourier Transform (in the space variables) zi = zi(*, 0). 
The inner product in X* is then 
(2.7) !u, 7J) = J’ 
ii(k)- G(k) p(k)1 dk 
where 
(2.8) p(k) = (k” + my. 
This choice of the inner product is determined up to a scalar multiple 
by the fact that it is invariant under Lorentz transformations, but since 
Lorentz transformations are cumbersome to describe in our non- 
relativistic notation, we will not justify this statement. We see that the 
function v1 in (2.1) corresponds to ,ur/%. For more details and a 
discussion of other important special cases, see [24]. 
In the cases with which we will be concerned the classical field 
equation is implied by (but is not necessarily equivalent to) a 
Schrddinger equation 
(2.9) 
d 
i--H? 
at 
where H, is a nonnegative pseudodifferential operator; in momentum, 
or Fourier transform space, H, is multiplication by a nonnegative 
function p. If the spin space Cs has dimension s > 1 then p is a matrix- 
valued function. A solution q(t) = exp(-iitH,) ~(0) is also a solution of 
the classical field equation and for fixed t, q(t) describes the state of 
a single particle which at time t = 0 was described by the element 
q(O) of &$ or of Zf . We extend H, to an operator Ho on the full Fock 
space 9 by the definition 
H,, is a sum of commuting selfadjoint operators and is thus selfadjoint. 
The corresponding Schrodinger equation is i(d/&) = Ho and its solution 
is p)(t) = e-i”HOv(0). 
In the dynamics determined by this Schrodinger equation the 
n-particle subspace Fti of 9 is invariant. We have 
%a(4 kl ,*.., k,) = exp [-c itr”(ki)] 44 ,..., k) 
I 
= rrje-itu(ki’ vn(k, ,..., kn), 
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where we have set 
Thus we see that each of the n particles described by vn moves in time 
according to the classical wave equation and its motion is independent of 
the presence or position of the remaining n - 1 particles. This 
independence of the motion of the individual particles is particularly 
transparent if the Cauchy data ~~(0) factors, so that 
because then 
qJn(O, kl >.a*, k,) = Wd x ..a x v4&J 
~,a(& k, ,..., k,) = fi +‘(kj) wQ>- 
j=l 
For this reason, the dynamics e -itHo is called the free dynamics and the 
Hamiltonian Ha is called the free Hamiltonian. What we have described 
so far is merely the superposition of an indefinite number of particles, 
each moving independently of one another. 
The interesting problems occur, of course, when the particles interact 
and as we have already observed, operators describing interaction will 
not in general preserve the number of particles. Our next job is to 
introduce a class of operators and bilinear forms sufficiently large to 
include those describing interactions between particles. 
Let B be a bilinear form with a distribution kernel densely defined 
on Sm X Xn . We define the quantized bilinear form 8 as follows. If 
i-j#m--orifi<mthen 
(2.11) (9i 9 &j) = 0. 
Otherwisei=m+a,j=n+a,a>Oandweset 
(2.12) (#i , &j) = c&i, m, 4 (vpi , Bqj)* 
In the right-hand side, B acts on m variables of vi and n variables of 
vj while the remaining a variables of ~~ and qj are held fixed; then an 
inner product is taken in these remaining variables. The constant is 
(2.13) c(i, j, m, n) = [(i + 1) ..* (i + m)(j + 1) -.* (j + n)]““. 
This definition applies when 9 = Y(A$) or 9 = ‘ZJ(Sf) but a slight 
modification is required if there are both bosons and fermions. Physically 
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B may be thought of as acting on 9 by the process of first annihilating n 
particles and then creating m new particles as in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. This 
point of view leads to an integral representation for B, see (2.16) below. 
If B is a bounded operator then B is an unbounded operator and 
if i fj + m - n or ifj <n and otherwise 
(&I~)~ = c(i,j, m, n) SABvj . 
On the right, B acts on the first n variables of yj and produces an 
unsymmetrized function Bq+ of j + m - n variables; one then applies 
the correct symmetrization operator S or A. Again a slight modification 
is required if there are both bosons and fermions. One can check easily 
that Ho = k, . Formally we have 
If 6 is the Dirac &function then we define 
u(k) = S(. - k)^ 
and we compute 
(2.14) (a(k) y)+1 (k, ,.**, k,-1) = n1’2%(k, k, ,..., 4-l). 
Thus a(k) annihilates a particle of momentum lz if there is any such 
particle in the state 9 and it otherwise yields zero, up to a normalization 
factor n1i2. If the spin space C” has a dimension s > 1 then the definition 
above of a(K) must be replaced by 
a(k, u) = (S(. - k) @ q, 
where u E CS* and S(* - K) @ u is a densely defined linear functional 
on .& and a densely defined bilinear form on F0 x Sr. In this case 
(2.14) becomes 
(2.14)’ W, 4 yn-d(kl ,... , h-d = @Yu, yn-dk k, I..., L,D 
where (,) is the inner product between Cs* and C”. The adjoint of 
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6(* - k) is a bilinear form on fli x Y0 and the adjoint a*(k) of a(K) is the 
improper operator 
(2.15) (a*(k) da+1 (4 I...7 kn+1) 
= (n + 1)1’2 SAG(K, - k) @ yn(k2 ,..., k,,,). 
We see that a*(k) creates a new particle which has momentum exactly k. 
If s > 1, replace 8(* - K) by 6(. - K) @ u as above. If B has a kernel b 
then formalIy 
(2.16) B = j b(k, ,..., k, , k; ,..., G) a*(k,) s-e a*(k,) a(k;) ..a a(k;) dk dk’. 
One can check that formally 
(2.17) b(k), a*(& = S(k - t) 
(2.18) [4k), 4% = 0 = [a*(k), a*(t)], 
where 
[A, B]* = AB 5 BA 
and the minus is chosen for bosons, the plus for fermions. For details, 
see [l, 241. 
Let N be the number of particles operator defined by the equation 
One can check that (QJ, NT) is the expected number of particles in the 
state q~ and that N = 1 if I is the identity operator on P1 . With B a 
bounded operator, there is no difficulty in checking that & can be defined 
as above on the domain 9(N(“+1L)/2) of the operator Nfm+n)/s. 
Proposition 2.1. If (m + n)/2 < a + b then 
ll(N + Wa &N + I>-” II < const II B II 
and the constant depends only on a, b, m and n. 
The proof is elementary. Somewhat better bounds can be obtained 
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if N is replaced by a larger operator, for example H, [9]. For fermions 
there are better bounds in many cases. Let f E #r and define 
(2.19) 4f) = j.f (4 44 & 
(2.20) u*(f) = p(k) a*(k) dk. 
These operators have the form B where B is the bilinear form 
x > ~1 - h s f(k) dk) dk 
or 
on F0 x Pi or Fi x &. The anticommutation relations take the form 
(2.21) u*(f-) u(f) + a(f) Q*(f-) = !I.h 
and 
u*m = Mf))*. 
It follows that u( f ) is a bounded operator. Now consider a more general 
B whose kernel b is a tensor of rank 1: 
One can verify that 
and so J? is again a bounded operator. If b is smooth and has compact 
support, for example, we can write 
b = C bl...im+n eil 0 ... 0 eim+” 
with {e, , es ,...} an orthogonal basis for Xr and with C 1 X 1 < co; 
again B is bounded. 
Now suppose that there are both bosons and fermions in the Fock 
space and let P&, be the subspace of 9 with nb bosons and n, fermions. 
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If B is a bilinear form on smbmI x snblzI we define B as before. In 
particular 
(2.22) (*&if > &j& 
= Oifib-jb#mb-Ilborif-jf#m1-nnforib<mboriP<mt 
1 +b , jb , mb , fib) c(if , jf , mf , a) ($i,i, , Bpj,$ otherwise. 
Combining the above fermion estimates with Proposition 2.1, one can 
prove 
Proposition 2.2. Let the kernel b of B be smooth with compact support. 
If (mb + nb)/2 < a + b then (N + 1)” &(N + l)-b is a bounded 
operator. 
3. The Hamiltonian Operator 
The renormaiized Hamiltonian operator can be written as 
(3-l) H *en = Ho + HI + $ a$i 
i=l 
where Hr is the interaction Hamiltonian and is a linear combination of 
the bilinear forms B from Section 2. The 8, are counter terms and the 
coefficients 01~ are scalars, generally infinite, and given in the form of 
divergent integrals. The role of the counter terms is to provide adjust- 
ments in the spectrum of H,,, and in the scattering. This point is 
discussed at length by Friedrichs [6]. In addition the counter terms may 
convert the unrenormalized Hamiltonian 
(3.2) H = Ho + HI, 
which is merely a bilinear form, into a self-adjoint operator. In the 
next section we explain why (3.1) is more tractable than (3.2) and we 
also explain how the counterterms are given as functions of H,, and H, . 
The interaction energy HI is determined by the correspondence prin- 
ciple, which means that we substitute quantized fields for classical fields 
in the classical expression for the interaction energy. Thus for quantum 
electrodynamics, Hr is J’&(X) J,(X) dx where AP is the quantized 
electromagnetic potential and J, is the quantized current. For details, 
see [24]. 
f507/311-8 
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In this section we consider the cutoff Hamiltonians, which are presumed 
to approximate H,,, in some sense. The interaction Hamiltonians H, 
which occur in Quantum Field Theory are either (a) fourth-order in the 
fermion field operators [and in the fermion annihilation and creation 
operators a(K) and a*(K)] or (b) 1 inear in the boson field operators and 
quadratic in the fermion field operators or (c) fourth-order in the boson 
field operators or a linear combination of (a), (b) and (c). The interactions 
(a)-(c) seem to occur in the physical world; weak interactions are thought 
to be of type (a). The interactions (b) include the electromagnetic 
interaction and the Yukawa interaction. The Yukawa interaction 
describes the coupling between nucleons (protons and neutrons) and 
mesons; this interaction produces the strong but short ranged forces 
which hold together the nucleus of the atom. The electromagnetic 
interaction accounts for the structure of the atom as a whole; this portion 
of Quantum Field Theory provides small but very accurate corrections 
to the ordinary nonrelativistic quantum mechanics of atomic physics. 
The interaction (c) may occur in the strong interaction of r-mesons and 
also occurs as an infinite counter term in the four-dimensional Yukawa 
interaction. 
To study the interaction (a) we take 
(3.3) HI = i J Vj(k, ,...) k4) a*(k,) ..’ a*(/$) a(Rj+l) *** u(k4) dk, 
i=O 
and we assume some regularity properties on the kernels z; , for example 
that they be smooth and have compact support. Also we require H, = Ht 
formally, or in other words 
‘a0 = ZJ-, etc. 
Then H, is a bounded self-adjoint perturbation and so H = Ho + HI is 
self-adjoint. The coefficients 01~ in (3.1) are finite for this choice of the vj 
and the corresponding cutoff renormalized Hamiltonian is also self 
adjoint and a bounded perturbation of H,, . The presence of the cutoffs 
is reflected in the regularity of vj . This Hamiltonian has been studied 
under both more and less stringent regularity assumptions by Y. Kato 
[26], Y. Kato and Mugibayashi [27], Guenin [17] and Hoegh-Krohn [20]. 
The main results of these authors give the existence of the asymptotic 
limits for large positive and negative times of the field operators. 
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For the interaction (b), H, is a sum of eight terms each with the form 
s @, PI 9Pz) @#(A> @#(PI) @#(Pd d/z 4 
where a# = a or a* and a,,# is a boson annihilation creation operator, 
a,# is a fermion annihilation creation operator. As before we make a 
regularity assumption on the kernels v and we require that HI = HT 
formally. In this case H, is not a bounded operator but if we assume that 
the rest mass m of the bosons is positive, then H, is bounded relatively 
to Ho with relative bound zero, as one can see without difficulty from 
Proposition 2.2. By a theorem of Rellich, H = H,, + HI is self-adjoint. 
This interaction has been studied by Y. Kato, Y. Kato and 
Mugibayashi, and by Lanford [26-281. Kato and Mugibayashi study 
asymptotic limits for large t, while Lanford’s work is directed toward 
verifying those Wightman axioms not destroyed by the cutoffs. 
The interaction (c) was studied by Jaffe [21]; see also [14, 151. HI can 
again be given by (3.3) but now the operators a# are boson operators. 
HI is not bounded and is not bounded relative to Ho and so H = Ho + HI 
is a singular perturbation of Ho . For this reason more care must be 
exercised in choosing the kernels vj . If we start with the correct 
Quantum Field Theory interaction Hamiltonian corresponding to a 
classical v4 interaction and then introduce cutoffs in the manner 
described in Section 1, the resulting cutoff HI is a semibounded self- 
adjoint operator. This fact together with the regularity of the vi(wj E&) 
are the principle hypotheses required to prove that H = H,, + H, is 
self adjoint. In addition to proving that His self adjoint, Jaffe’s work [21] 
is directed toward verifying the Wightman axioms not destroyed by the 
cutoffs. 
4. Formal Perturbation Theory 
We use diagrams to represent the annihilation creation operators fz? 
of Section 2. The diagrams clarify some of the algebraic operations 
performed on the operators B and they suggest the physical processes 
corresponding to the algebraic operations. If B is the operator or bilinear 
form defined by (2.11), (2.12), (2.16), we associate to fi a diagram with 
m lines pointing to the left and n lines pointing to the right, all lines 
coming from a common vertex, see [6], and Fig. 4.1. This diagram is a 
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schematic for the formula (2.16). Note that the creators are on the left, 
the annihilations are on the right, as in (2.16). 
m  creating lines 
1 
annihilating lines 
FIG. 4.1 
If there are any distinct types of particles present, we use different 
types of lines for each type of particle. In quantum electrodynamics, it is 
customary to use straight lines to represent electrons and positrons and 
wavy lines for photons. These diagrams are related to Feyman diagrams. 
Feyman diagrams refer to bilinear forms B which occur in the 5’ matrix 
and each diagram uniquely determines the corresponding bilinear form. 
The diagrams we use do not determine the form B because the diagram 
does not determine the kernel b. Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 are the diagrams of two 
terms from the interaction Hamiltonian HI of quantum electrodynamics. 
The complete Hr is expressed in diagrams in Fig. 4.2. The two middle 
terms 
FIG. 4.2 
correspond to the emission and absorption of a photon by an electron or 
positron. The term to the extreme left corresponds to the simultaneous 
creation of an electron, a positron, and a photon. This term actually 
occurs and the associated kernel b is not zero. The presence of this term 
does not violate conversation of energy because it is the total energy 
H = Ho + HI or more properly H,,, = H,, + H, + counter terms 
which is conserved and not the free energy Ho . The product i?~? of two 
annihilation creation operators B and I? is not in general an operator of 
the same form because the creation operators a*(k) in C? occur to the 
right of the annihilation operators a(8) from B, but using the 
commutation relations (2.17) - -3 one can write BC as a linear combination 
of annihilation creation operators, Be = Ci Di . Each use of the 
commutation relations (2.17) may introduce a 6 factor and thus an 
integration which reduces by two the number of variables in the kernel. 
Each such integration is called a contraction and the term Di with i 
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contractions in the product is represented by a new diagram obtained 
by joining i creating legs from the diagram of C each with an annihilating 
leg from the diagram of J?, see Fig. 4.3. The last term in Fig. 4.3 refers 
to the 
FIG. 4.3 
annihilation of a photon and creation of an electron positron pair 
followed by the annihilation of this same pair and the creation of a new 
photon. This term has two contractions. In the first term entirely 
distinct electron positron pairs are created and annihilated. This term 
contains no contractions; in general the term in BC without contractions 
is called the Wick product and is denoted by : BC : 
Let 
(4.1) c = 5 ori& 
be the sum of counter terms in the renormalized Hamiltonian (3.1). 
We use perturbation theory to determine the infinite part of C as a 
formal power series in powers of H, and for simplicity we consider only 
the terms of degree two or less in H, , i.e., second-order perturbation 
theory. In physics books it is customary to give the perturbation series 
for the S matrix, S = CEO Sn), with Sn) of degree n in H, , because 
the cross sections, which are the experimentally measured quantities, 
can be computed easily from S. For our purposes it is more useful to 
give the perturbation expansion of a different operator. In Section 5 
we consider the problem of removing the cutoffs. When the cutoffs are 
removed in the renormalized Hamiltonian, we obtain a very singular 
formal expression which appears to have no vector other than zero in its 
domain. However, we construct the perturbation series for an operator 
mapping into the domain of H,,, and as a result we obtain a perturbation 
series for elements of the domain of H,,, . 
A natural operator to choose would be the resolvent R(z) = (H,,, - z)-’ 
and its perturbation series is the second Neumann series, 
44 = A,(.4 c (-WI + C) ~0(4)“, 
n=O 
R,(z) = (Ho - 2)-l, 
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derived from the expansion (1 + a)-’ = x&-a)n. Instead of R(z), 
however, we choose the wave operators W+ and W- . According to the 
formal theory W+ and W- are unitary operators intertwining H, and 
H,,, and they are defined by the limits 
We will need to solve the equation 
(4.2) [Ho, X] = L? 
for the unknown X. One can check without difficulty that 
(4.3) X=a+D 
where D is any operator commuting with Ho and A has the kernel 
(4.4) 
if b is the kernel of B. [&Jz) was defined in (2.8).] According to the 
choice made for D, we will obtain a multiple of W+ or W- or neither 
below [fj]. Even if 6 is a nice function, n is not locally summable, but we 
take the principal value in (4.4) and a is a distribution. For nice b, a is 
the kernel of a bounded operator and so A^ is an operator. We define 
(4.5) l%=X=a+D. 
We seek an intertwining operator T and the counter term C such that 
(4.6) Hren T = TH, . 
To first order, T = I - FH, and C = 0 because 
H&I - rH,) = (I - FH,) H, + HI - [H, , TH,] + ... 
= (I - rH,) Ho + ... ) 
The *** indicate quantities of higher order in HI , in this case of second 
order at least. Let C2) be the second-order contribution to C. Then 
Hren(l - rH, + Tc2’) = (I - TH, + T(2)) Ho 
- HJH, + C’2’ + [Ho, T(2)] + ... 
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and 
(4.7) T(2) = IyHJH, - C(2)). 
We have one equation in two unknowns which determines neither Tt2) 
nor C2) uniquely, but in order that T t2) be defined the right-hand side 
must be finite, and this is a requirement which determines the infinite 
part of C2). If we expand HJ’H, as a sum of terms of the form of I!? 
(called Wick ordered terms), we obtain a large number of finite terms and 
a few infinite terms. For quantum electrodynamics in four dimensional 
space time, the infinite terms are exactly the nine terms with two or 
three contractions; typical infinite diagrams are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. 
The term with no external legs is 
“0CU”l-n energy photon moss 
FIG. 4.4 
an infinite constant. For the y4 interaction in four dimensions the infinite 
terms are exactly those terms with two, three, or four contractions and 
typical terms are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The vacuum 
“0C”“n-l energy mass 
FIG. 4.5 
vertex 
energy diagram has both an ultraviolet and a volume divergence. The 
volume divergence is independent of the number of dimensions while the 
ultraviolet divergence is infinite only in three and four dimensions. The 
other diagrams have only an ultraviolet divergence and become less 
divergent or finite as the number of space dimensions is reduced. The 
higher-order perturbation theory proceeds in a similar fashion. For the 
Yukawa and the v4 interaction in two and three dimensions the higher- 
order perturbation is simpler because in these cases (7%) for large n has 
no ultraviolet divergence. This means that the infinite part of US) comes 
from the vacuum diagram, (the diagrams without external legs) and so 
C’(n) is an infinite constant plus a finite operator. Interactions with this 
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property are called superrenormalizable and are essentially easier to 
study. For the four fermion interaction in four (and apparently in three) 
dimensions, the higher order perturbation theory becomes more 
complicated because the infinite part of Ccn) contains diagrams with an 
increasing number of external legs. This type of interaction is called 
unrenormalizable because the higher order perturbation theory contains 
an increasing number of parameters which must be determined by 
experiment before predictions can be made. 
In [6] Friedrichs derives a set of equations to be satisfied by the 
intertwining operator T and related operators. These equations may be 
used to generate a perturbation expansion for T and Friedrichs raises 
the possibility that the equations might be solved by other methods; if 
this were accomplished one would have a definition for H,, and 
presumably a proof of its unitary equivalence to H,, . 
5. Removing the Cutoffs 
At present the renormalizable interactions in four dimensions seem 
remote and so we will discuss superrenormalizable interactions, in 
particular the Yukawa and y4 interactions in two and three dimensions. 
Also we mention Nelson’s study of a model in which the fermions are 
quantized nonrelativistically [29]; this work has been carried forward by 
Cannon [4]. In addition to reducing the degree of the ultraviolet 
divergence, the nonrelativistic quantization has another effect. Namely 
the total number of fermions is conserved in time and the fermions 
behave like a classical field. This raises the possibility of semiquantized 
interactions in which one of the two interacting fields is quantized and 
one is classical. In Nelson’s model all cutoffs have been removed. The 
problems are simplified still further by assuming that the classical field 
is external, or in other words is given in advance and is not affected by 
the dynamics of the quantized field. When one of the fields is external, 
the equations for the remaining field are linear and the Hamiltonian is 
at most quadratic in the a and a* (or in the quantized field). The external 
field problems have been studied to the satisfaction of most physicists, 
but there remain open questions of interest to the mathematical 
foundations. 
Symanzik has made a formidable attack on the problems of this 
section [36, 371 d an some of his work has been simplified by Ginibre [8]. 
Symanzik considers the p4 interaction in two and three dimensions. 
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He derives a new perturbation theory in which the unperturbed dynamics 
is not the free dynamics given by HO but rather is the dynamics with an 
external field. As a result the v4 interaction appears as a less singular 
perturbation and it is conceivable that the series may converge. 
Throughout his work, Symanzik works with imaginary time (t is replaced 
by it) and the solutions of the external field equations are given explicitly 
as Wiener integrals using the Feynman Kac formula. 
5.1. Removing the Ultraviolet Cuto# 
Let H,,,(o) be the renormalized Hamiltonian with an ultraviolet cutoff 
depending on u. Assume a fixed space cutoff in each HrBn(u) and 
determine the infinite part of the counter terms by the method of 
Section 4. Since the interaction is superrenormalizable and since we have 
a fixed space cutoff, C?) is finite (in the limit u -+ a) for large n. For 
such n we set Cc%) = 0. We wish to define the limit 
(5.1) 
For the q4 interaction in two dimensions, (5.1) holds in a conventional 
sense: the operators H,,,(u) converge strongly on a dense domain and 
the limit H,,, is essentially self adjoint on this domain [15]. For this 
interaction there are no ultraviolet divergences. H,,, is bounded from 
below [5, 11, 301. 
For the Yukawa interaction in two dimensions and the v4 interaction in 
three dimensions, the limit (5.1) can again be defined [9, 121. For these 
interactions there are infinite ultraviolet divergences and so vectors in the 
domain of H,,, must be constructed explicitly; there is no class of 
vectors which obviously lie in the domain of the limit H,,, . To exhibit 
explicitly vectors in the domain of H,,, we start with the formal 
expansions of Section 4. These expansions appear to diverge (even for the 
cutoff Hamiltonian Hren(u)) and they must be truncated. In the &h-order 
contribution T(*) to T of Section 4, we delete certain low energy regions 
but leave unchanged the part of the operator which acts on high energy 
particles. The cross over point from low to high energy depends on n 
and increases as n --f 00. Let T,, and TJu) be the truncated operators. 
For the Yukawa interaction in two dimensions the precise meaning of 
(5.1) is 
(5.2) HrenTtr = St. lim. Hren(a) Tt,(a) 
(5.3) Tt, = St. lim. TtJa) 
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on a dense domain [9, 411. A limit H,,, can be defined without re- 
ferring to the T,,(a). Let 
and for 9) E 9(H,,,) set H,,,p, = lim H,,,(o) y0 . With this definition, 
Hren is a well defined symmetric operator. This type of convergence is 
called graph convergence; some general properties of graph convergence 
are studied in [14], given (5.2) and (5.3). 
For the y4 interaction in three dimensions a new problem, called wave 
function renormalization, arises. One can check that the pure creation 
part of I’H, does not have an L, kernel. As a consequence rH, and Ttp 
map out of the Fock space Sr into some space of sequences F,, , y1 ,... 
of measurable functions not necessarily in L, . It develops that although 
the vectors in the range of Ttp have an infinite Fock space norm, the 
ratios 
are finite in the sense that the limits 
Iim II Ttl.(4 P II/II Ttr(d # I! o--150 
exist and are finite; these limits can be used to define a pre-Hilbert space 
on the range of T,, . The limit (5.1) exists in a weak sense. A similar 
infinite wave function renormalization occurs in the interaction of a 
boson field with an external source, provided the source is sufficiently 
singular. 
For the Yukawa interaction in two dimensions H,,, is semibounded 
[lo, ll] but it is not known whether this is true for the y4 interaction 
in three dimensions. 
5.2. Removing the Space Cutoff 
We consider the v4 interaction in two dimensions. Let Hpe,,(V) be 
the Hamiltonian with a space cutoff of volume V but no momentum 
cutoff. We include a finite constant c(V) in H,,,(V), 
(5.4) &n(V) = 6, + HI( ff) + c(V), 
chosen so that 0 is the infimum of the spectrum of H,,,(V). We have the 
following estimate Cl 61: 
(5.5) c(V) < const V. 
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We note that this estimate agrees with nth order perturbation theory 
for each n but that we do not use perturbation theory to set the value 
of the linearly divergent constant c(V). The reason for not using 
perturbation theory is that the nth-order contribution c@)(V) to c(V) 
is linearly divergent for each n, 
c’yv) = vc, ) 
and the sum C, c, of the coefficients appears to diverge. In this sense 
the space cutoff serves as a test for the renormalizable ultraviolet 
divergences in four dimensions. In particular we conclude that if the 
ultraviolet cutoff in four dimensions can be removed, it will probably 
require methods less explicit than those used for two and three 
dimensions. 
The first step in removing the space cutoff is to consider the HP,,(V) 
dynamics in the Heisenberg picture; in the Heisenberg picture the 
operators move in time while the states are constant, independent of 
time. Now in the Heisenberg picture influence propagates at a finite 
speed. This fact is true not only for the dynamics in which all cutoffs 
have been removed (in this case it is well known on the level of formal 
perturbation theory) but moreover it is true for the space cutoff H,,,(V) 
dynamics, so that the time t operator A(t) is independent of V for large I’ 
provided A(0) is localized in a bounded region of space. The latter 
statement was observed formally by Guenin [17] and stated as a theorem 
by Segal [33]. The hypothesis of the theorem, that H,,,(V) be self 
adjoint, has been proved [14, 151. The main step in the proof of the 
theorem is an application of Trotter’s product formula 
(5.6) exp[-zM,,,(V)] = iz {exp[-i(t/n) Ho] exp[--i(t/n)(Hi + c(V))]Y. 
The limiting Hamiltonian H,,, appears not to exist as an operator 
on L%? This assertion agrees with perturbation theory because the pure 
creation part of TH, does not have an L, kernel, due to translation 
invariance. In the framework of axiomatic field theory the assertion is 
essentially Haag’s theorem [38]. In order to define H,,, , we will need 
to pass to a new Hilbert space. The new Hilbert space will not be obtained 
in closed form (cf. Subsection 5.1) but will come from a limiting 
procedure using methods of Jaffe and Powers [22], see [16]. 
We have not discussed the S matrix and the asymptotic fields in this 
section in spite of their fundamental importance because they have not 
been shown to exist in any model with either cutoff removed, but we 
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mention that the work of Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmerman 
(described in [31]) of Haag and Ruelle (described in [23,40]) and of T. Kato 
and his students (described in [25]) will probably play an important role. 
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